Light Sensitivity Within Areas of Geographic Atrophy Secondary to Age-Related Macular Degeneration
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PURPOSE. To investigate residual sensitivity within geographic atrophy (GA) secondary to age-related macular degeneration.

METHODS. Mesopic and dark-adapted (DA) cyan and red light sensitivity (Goldmann III) were investigated using fundus-controlled perimetry (microperimetry). Test points were placed within GA along an “iso-hull” with a distance of 0.645° to the atrophy boundary. The false-positive response rate was determined with suprathreshold stimuli to the optic disc (Heijl-Krakau method) and used to compute the expected sensitivity measurements for the assumption of absolute scotomata. The outermost visible retinal layer on spectral-domain optical coherence tomography at the location of each test point was determined.

RESULTS. Thirty eyes of 36 patients (75.55 ± 7.93 years; 19 female) from the prospective natural history study Directional Spread in Geographic Atrophy (NCT02051998), with a total of 1380 threshold determinations were analyzed. The measured sensitivities were significantly (P < 0.01) higher than the expected values for absolute scotomata (mean ± standard error of +6.92 ± 0.86 dB for mesopic, +2.57 ± 0.56 dB for DA cyan, and +4.93 ± 0.74 dB for DA red testing). For mesopic testing and DA cyan testing, the presence of a residual outer nuclear layer had a significant effect on this discrepancy (P < 0.001). There was no effect of fixation stability or any other reliability index on this discrepancy.

CONCLUSIONS. Measured sensitivities within the inner junctional zone of GA may not be purely explained by patient-specific false-positive response rates or other reliability indices. The marked influence of the outer retinal configuration on measured sensitivity may be indicative of residual cone function within GA at the inner junctional zone.
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Geographic atrophy (GA) secondary to age-related macular degeneration (AMD), constitutes one of the major causes of legal blindness in industrial countries.¹–³ Hereby, the term GA traditionally refers to complete atrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) as seen on funduscopy examination or color fundus photography (CFP).⁴ Using fundus autofluorescence (FAF) confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (cSLO) imaging, areas of GA may be accurately detected and quantified, since the loss of RPE and its inherent fluorophores in GA correlates with well-defined areas of decreased autofluorescence.⁵,⁶ Enlargement of atrophy as detected by FAF is accepted as a validated anatomical end point by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.⁷

However, in vivo spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) imaging as well as histologic data reveals a more complex architecture of the junctional zone of GA, whereby the spatial sequence of degenerative changes may be viewed as a surrogate for time and disease progression.⁸–¹¹ Briefly, three putative boundaries are visible: (1) loss of the RPE component of the outer retinal band, (2) descent of the outer limiting membrane (ELM) toward Bruch’s membrane (BrM), and (3) descent of the outer nuclear layer/outer plexiform layer (ONL/OPL) boundary toward BrM.⁸,¹³ This third boundary delineates areas of complete RPE and outer retinal atrophy (cRORA).¹⁶ Yet, the third boundary may also be absent with residual Henle’s fiber layer and outer nuclear layer (HFL+ONL) bridging the entire area of RPE atrophy.¹⁵ Based on histologic data, the ELM descent has been shown to delimit marked gliosis and near-total photoreceptor degeneration, suggesting that the residual (bridging) HFL+ONL in areas of atrophy has no significant functional relevance.⁹–¹¹ However, residual cone photoreceptor nuclei have also been described on the atrophic side of the ELM descent (e.g., figure 2C in Ref. 10).¹⁰,¹¹ Moreover, photoreceptors may be present in the...
junctional zone in the form of so-called outer retinal tubulations (ORTs). These tubular arrangements of photoreceptors have been observed to evolve through progressive scrolling of photoreceptors at the site of the ELM descent and are readily identifiable on SD-OCT images based on their hyperreflective boundary (compare schematic representation of ORT development in figure 8 in Ref. 18). To date, the precise functional implications of both, residual HFL+ONL and/or ORTs, within GA are unknown.

The aim of this study was to explore the possibility of residual sensitivity within the inner junctional zone of GA (atrophic side of GA boundary) and to determine the functional implications of residual HFL+ONL and/or ORTs using fundus-controlled perimetry. Given that clinical endpoints ought to represent close correlates of function, this study constitutes a prerequisite to define the “functional boundary” of GA in relation to clinical imaging.

**METHODS**

**Patients**

Patients were recruited in the context of the noninterventional prospective natural history study Directional Spread in Geographic Atrophy (DSGA, NCT02051998) at the Department of Ophthalmology at the University Hospital in Bonn, Germany. Briefly, patients had to be at least 55 years of age and exhibit unifocal or multifocal GA, defined as any sharply demarcated round or oval-shaped lesion of at least 0.05 mm² in area, and have clearly reduced FAF in the context of AMD-associated changes (i.e., drusen and pigment abnormalities). Exclusion criteria included the presence of other retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy or retinal dystrophy, as well as a history of laser photocoagulation or retinal surgery, any signs of active or regressed exudation (e.g., hemorrhages, exudates, fibrous scarring), as well as refractive errors >5.00 diopters spherical equivalent or >2.50 diopters astigmatism in the study eye. This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review board (Institutional Review Board of the University of Bonn, approval ID: 197/12). Written informed consent was obtained from each participant after explanation of the study’s nature and possible consequences of participation. In a previous publication, we analyzed in a subset (n = 25) of the current study cohort the retinal sensitivity in the junctional zone of atrophy, that is, at retinal locations away from the GA boundary.¹¹

**Imaging**

Following pupil dilatation with 0.5% tropicamide and 2.5% phenylephrine, patients underwent 30° × 30° fundus autofluorescence imaging (λ: excitation 488 nm, λ: emission 500–700 nm), 22° × 30° infrared reflectance imaging (λ: 815 nm) imaging, and 30° × 25° SD-OCT imaging (121 B-scans) (Spectralis HRA- OCT2; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). Hereby, the automatic real-time tracking (ART; i.e., number of averaged frames per B-scan) was set to 25 to provide high image resolution at the junctional zone.²² Areas of GA were semiautomatically annotated using the software (RegionFinder; Heidelberg Engineering) based on fundus autofluorescence and infrared reflectance images as previously described.⁶,²³

**Patient-Tailored Perimetry Grids**

The method for generation of the patient-tailored perimetry grids has previously been described in detail.²¹ Briefly, patient-tailored fundus-controlled perimetry (FCP) grids were generated using customized software developed in the MATLAB software environment (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The software traced the boundaries of annotated GA lesions and placed test points along “iso-hulls” surrounding the GA boundary. For the analysis shown here, only test points within GA (i.e., on the −0.645° iso-hull, (118° in an emmetropic eye)) were considered. This distance was chosen to provide sufficient distance to the GA boundary (i.e., distance of 0.45° [equal to 1 Goldmann III stimulus] after consideration of the area of the stimulus itself), while still coinciding occasionally with residual HFL+ONL. These grids were subsequently saved as XML file and imported in the S-MAIA device (CenterVue, Padova, Italy).

**Fundus-Controlled Perimetry**

FCP (microp erimetry) was performed with the S-MAIA device as previously outlined.²¹,²₄,²₆ A brief mesopic examination was performed in patients with no prior perimetry or FCP experience, followed by three different FCP examinations with a retest for each (i.e., total of six tests) using the identical patient-tailored grid: duplicate mesopic (achromatic stimuli, 400–800 nm) FCP as well as duplicate dark-adapted cyan (505 nm) and duplicate dark-adapted red (627 nm) testing. Prior to dark-adapted testing, patients underwent 35 minutes of dark adaption (light level < 0.1 lux). This technique allows differentiation between rod and cone mediation through analysis of the dark-adapted cyan-red sensitivity difference (described in detail in Ref. 29). The conversion of radiant energy into luminous energy is based on the standard scotopic luminosity function for the S-MAIA device. Accordingly, a pointwise dark-adapted cyan-red sensitivity difference of 0 dB would indicate rod-mediation of both stimuli. A pointwise dark-adapted cyan-red sensitivity difference, which is significantly lower than 0 dB (i.e., negative values) would indicate cone mediation of the red stimulus.²⁹ The FCP grid position was adjusted slightly using the “Change grid position” function of the S-MAIA if the preferred retinal locus differed between the Spectralis and S-MAIA examination. For both mesopic and dark-adapted cyan examinations, the follow-up mode was used for the second examination. For dark-adapted red testing, the follow-up mode was not used for the second examination as it was not available at the time of the study. All tests were performed with the preset 4-2 dB staircase strategy with a stimulus size of 0.43° (Goldmann III).

**Image Grading**

For all analyses, the data of left eyes were flipped horizontally. The perimeter data of the S-MAIA was registered to the SD-OCT data (subretinal en face image) using vascular bifurcations as landmarks in Imaged software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Based on the registration, the central A-scan of each stimulus location was identified and labeled. Two independent graders (MP and MF) annotated these specific locations for the outermost visible layer internal to Bruch’s membrane, choosing from HFL+ONL, ORT, OPL/inner nuclear layer (INL). In case of discrepancies, the final decision was made through joint image reevaluation.

**Statistical Analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using the software environment R and the add-on package lme4. Visual acuity measurements (Snellen fractions) were converted to the base-10 logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (LogMAR). To quantify the retest reliability (in consideration
of the nonparametric distribution of the test-retest differences), we calculated the percentages of the absolute test-retest differences (0 dB, <2 dB, <4 dB, and <6 dB) per patient and examination type and summarized these.\(^{50}\)

To test whether the measured sensitivities exceed the expectation for the assumption of an absolute scotoma, a simulation model was established (Supplementary Fig. S1). Hereby, we considered the device-specific staircase strategy (4-2), the point-specific initial testing brightness, and the patient-specific rate of false-positive responses to a suprathreshold stimulus presented to the patient’s blind spot (i.e., Heijl-Krakau method) during the examination.\(^{31}\) The expected values were derived by simulating the staircase procedure 10,000 times for each test point, with the false-positive response rate serving as probability of a pressure event at each step. Furthermore, the 95th sensitivity percentile for each test point was saved. Sensitivity measurements above this percentile may be considered as unlikely under the assumption of an absolute scotoma. The frequencies of observed measurements that deviated significantly from the expected value (i.e., probability \(< 0.05\)) were summarized.

To identify variables that may be associated with a discrepancy between measured and expected sensitivities, mixed-effects models that fully accounted for the hierarchical structure of data (i.e., test points nested in eye) were applied. First, we analyzed whether the discrepancy between measured and expected values differed significantly from zero for all three types of testing. Second, we aimed to identify the source of the sensitivity measurements (inaccurate responses or fatigue versus genuine retinal sensitivity). For this, the effect size on this sensitivity discrepancy (measurement versus expected value used as outcome variable in linear mixed-effects modeling) was investigated for predictors pointing toward (1) inaccurate responses or fatigue (age, examination duration, false-positive response rate for catch trials [Heijl-Krakau method], wrong pressure event rate [false-positive responses outside of the response window of the device],\(^{32}\) initial testing brightness), (2) or toward inaccurate stimulus projection due to insufficient fundus tracking (bivariate contour ellipse area), (3) or toward genuine retinal sensitivity (outermost visible retinal layer). For dark-adapted cyan testing, test points colocalizing to the rod-free zone (i.e., test points with an eccentricity \(< 1^\circ\), \(n = 6\)) were removed from the analysis, since no rod mediation in this region would be expected.\(^{33}\) Post hoc comparisons (Tukey contrasts) were used to compare the effect of the respective outermost layer on sensitivity.

### Results

#### Cohort Characteristics

A total of 36 eyes of 36 patients with GA secondary to AMD (age [mean ± SD] 75.6 ± 7.9 years [range, 58.1–89.7 years]) with a mean visual acuity of 0.51 ± 0.39 logMAR (approximately 20/40 Snellen equivalent) were included in the study (Table 1). On average, 6.4 ± 2.7 test points per eye were confined to the −0.645° isohull and included in this analysis. For all of these test points, duplicate mesopic, dark-adapted cyan, and red testing sensitivity measurements were available (i.e., total of 1380 threshold measurements within atrophy [3 types of testing × average of 6.4 test points × 2 replications × 36 patients]). In this way, identical values for the test and retest were obtained for (median, interquartile range [IQR]) 42.9% (24.3–67.5%) of all test points in mesopic testing and for 69% (46.9–100%) and 57.1% (33.3–67.9%) of all test points in dark-adapted cyan and dark-adapted red testing, respectively (Table 2).

#### Configuration of the Inner Junctional Zone

Three major subtypes of the inner junctional zone configuration were observed at the site of functional testing (i.e., –0.645° isohull): (1) CRORA at GA boundaries with a close proximity of the ELM descent and OPL/INL descent \((n = 135\) of test points); (2) residual HFL+/ONL within areas of RPE atrophy with (partial) bridging of the area of RPE atrophy \((n = 83\) ); and (3) ORTs \((n = 12\) ) as shown in Figure 1. Overlay of the FCP test results with the en face SD-OCT allowed for precise pointwise grading of the corresponding configuration of the inner junctional zone (Fig. 2). The interrater reliability for the classification was substantial (unweighted Cohen’s \(k\) for two raters = 0.77).

#### Expected Sensitivity Based on False-Positive Responses Versus Measured Sensitivity

Based on the patient-specific false-positive response rate, the staircase strategy (4-2), and the initial testing brightness of the staircase for each test point, the expected values under the assumption of an absolute scotoma can be simulated for each test point (Supplementary Fig. S1; Fig. 3, left column). Visual inspection as well as linear mixed-effects model analysis confirmed that the measured values were significantly higher as compared to the expected values for absolute scotomata (Fig. 3, right column). The discrepancy between measured and expected values was (mean ± standard error) +6.92 ± 0.86 dB for mesopic, +2.57 ± 0.56 dB for dark-adapted cyan, and +4.93 ± 0.74 dB for dark-adapted red testing. Furthermore, the percentage of unlikely measurements (i.e., pointwise measurements with a probability of \(P < 0.05\) for the

### Table 1. Patient Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients, no.</td>
<td>36 (19 female, 17 male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y, mean ± SD (range)</td>
<td>75.55 ± 7.93 (58.1–89.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, logMAR, mean ± SD</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion size, mm², mean ± SD</td>
<td>5.27 ± 4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test points within atrophy (i.e., –0.645° isohull) per eye, mean ± SD</td>
<td>6.4 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Test-Retest Differences for Sensitivity Measurements Within GA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Absolute Test-Re test Difference</th>
<th>Cumulative Frequency in Percent (Median [IQR])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesopic</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>42.9 (24.3–67.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤2 dB</td>
<td>57.1 (42.9–77.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤4 dB</td>
<td>66.7 (48.2–77.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤6 dB</td>
<td>69 (50–88.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark-adapted cyan</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>69 (46.9–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤2 dB</td>
<td>79.8 (50–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤4 dB</td>
<td>82.6 (54.2–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤6 dB</td>
<td>82.6 (54.2–100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark-adapted red</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>57.1 (33.3–67.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤2 dB</td>
<td>63.6 (50–87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤4 dB</td>
<td>69 (50–93.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤6 dB</td>
<td>71.4 (55.4–93.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR, interquartile range.
The assumption of absolute scotoma was (median [IQR]) 34.8% (14.3%–62.8%) for the first mesopic examination, and 35.4% (25%–54.8%) for the second mesopic examination and therefore markedly higher than 5%. For dark-adapted cyan testing, the median percentage of "unlikely" measurements was lower, with 4.5% (0%–37.5%) for the first examination and 0% (0%–27.6%) for the second examination. For dark-adapted red testing, the median percentage of unlikely measurements was 31% (14.3%–64.4%) for the first examination, 25% (0%–50%) for the second examination.

**Structure-Function Correlation and Patient Reliability Indices**

Visual inspection strongly suggested that the outermost retinal layer influences markedly the discrepancy between measured and expected sensitivity for mesopic testing and dark-adapted red testing (Fig. 4). The same was not observable for dark-adapted cyan testing, the median percentage of "unlikely" measurements was lower, with 4.5% (0%–37.5%) for the first examination and 0% (0%–27.6%) for the second examination. For dark-adapted red testing, the median percentage of unlikely measurements was 31% (14.3%–64.4%) for the first examination, 25% (0%–50%) for the second examination.

For mesopic testing, the outermost layer in SD-OCT exhibited as a fixed effect a significant effect on this discrepancy (likelihood ratio test, $P < 0.001$, Table 3) as well as the false-positive response rate ($P < 0.001$, Table 3). A post hoc test revealed that the mean discrepancy in measured versus expected sensitivities was significantly higher for test points with residual HFL+ONL versus OPL/INL as the outermost layer in SD-OCT ($+5.96 \pm 0.98$ dB, $P < 0.001$), while the sensitivity discrepancy between test points at ORTs versus OPL/INL differed not significantly ($+2.65 \pm 2.13$ dB, $P = 0.25$).

For dark-adapted red testing, the results were similar. The outermost layer in SD-OCT (likelihood ratio test, $P < 0.001$, Table 3) and the initial testing brightness ($P = 0.0126$), as well as the false-positive response rate ($P < 0.001$), exhibited as fixed effects a significant effect on the discrepancy in measured versus expected sensitivity. The post hoc test revealed, that this discrepancy differed significantly between test points with HFL+ONL versus OPL/INL as the outermost layer in SD-OCT ($+5.19 \pm 0.90$ dB, $P < 0.001$), while no difference was observed for test points at ORTs versus OPL/INL ($+3.32 \pm 1.96$ dB, $P = 0.180$). Test points with HFL+ONL as outermost layer exhibited a significantly reduced pointwise
FIGURE 2. Patient-tailored perimetry grids (adapted from Pfau et al.\textsuperscript{21}). To probe the retinal function with high spatial resolution at the junctional zone of GA, a novel method was applied. Briefly, multimodal imaging data including FAF and infrared reflectance cSLO imaging (A) was used to automatically generate patient-tailored grids using a custom software. As well as test points along the outer junctional zone, test points at a distance of $0.645\times$ to the GA boundary were placed in the inner junctional zone (compare B and C (red iso-hull)) and evenly spaced along the iso-hull. Panel C shows an exemplary patient-tailored grid that could then be applied for testing in the S-MAIA device. As shown in panel D, registration of the functional data and SD-OCT data was performed based on vessel bifurcations to allow for precise pointwise structure-function correlation.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of measured sensitivity within atrophy. This figure shows that the test results are highly skewed, with a large proportion of test values of $<0$ dB (i.e., zero inflation) for the expected values (based on the patient-specific false-positive response rate, the test point-specific initial testing brightness, as well as the staircase strategy), and for the actual measurements. For mesopic testing and dark-adapted red testing, the actual measurements were markedly higher as compared to the expected values. For dark-adapted cyan testing, the difference between measurements and expected values was much less pronounced.
dark-adapted cyan-red sensitivity difference ($-5.01 \pm 1.07$ dB, $P < 0.001$), which indicates that the dark-adapted red sensitivity was cone mediated. For dark-adapted cyan testing, neither the outermost layer in SD-OCT nor any other of the probed variables exhibited as a fixed effect a significant association with the discrepancy in measured versus expected sensitivity as indicated by a likelihood ratio test (Table 3).

Two exemplary patients with the schematic staircase results and the corresponding SD-OCT images are provided for clarification of the results (Fig. 5).

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrated that within the inner junctional zone of GA secondary to AMD, light sensitivity might be detected. The expected response distribution for absolute scotomata was considered based on the patient-specific false-positive response rate, the test point-specific initial testing brightness, and the device-specific staircase strategy. The biological plausibility of these findings as well as implications with regard to CFP and FAF as structural outcome measures in GA will be outlined below.

Multiple studies have investigated retinal sensitivity in patients with GA. However, sensitivity within areas of GA was not thoroughly analyzed in the majority of these. Sunness and coworkers in 1988 published what we believe to be the first manuscript on FCP in AMD using a custom-built fundus camera stimulator based on a modified Zeiss 30 fundus camera. In this publication, they described that for a patient with GA, no dark-adapted threshold measurements could be obtained in the area of atrophy. However, the authors also described that retinal sensitivity was observed at small areas of atrophy “comparable to the size of drusen,” a manifestation that today would be best described as nascent GA, using the current terminology. Using a SLO for FCP, the same group in 1995 reported that a small fraction of test points within GA exhibited sensitivity; yet, the origin of this observation remained unknown. In contrast, sensitivity within atrophy was not reported in the majority of the subsequent publications or only secondarily mentioned without any reference to its source (retinal sensitivity versus false-positive responses). More detailed descriptions of sensitivity measurements within GA were provided by more recent studies reporting that sensitivity measurements may be obtained in areas of GA (as defined by absence of RPE) if the outer retina is partially preserved including so-called nascent GA. However, these studies did not consider the rate of false-positive pressure events, the rate of wrong pressure events, and the fixation stability as potential explanatory variables. In fact, the consideration of these factors is of utmost importance in order to precisely differentiate between true retinal sensitivity and false-positive measurements secondary to “trigger-happy” patients or insufficient fundus tracking (i.e., inaccurate stimulus placement).

In the current analysis, we demonstrated that (1) the mesopic sensitivity measurements within GA are dependent on the false-positive response rate as expected, but that (2) these are also dependent on the outer retinal anatomy with residual HFL+ONL being associated with increased sensitivity measurements. Importantly, the fixation stability had no predictive value in the model, indicating that the sensitivity measurements were not explained by insufficient fundus tracking (i.e., inaccurate stimulus placement in the junctional zone). Moreover, dark-adapted two-color testing revealed that this
residual mesopic sensitivity within GA was reproducible for
dark-adapted red testing, but not for dark-adapted cyan testing.
This suggests that the measured residual function is most likely
cone mediated. Biologically, this appears plausible, given that
the cone-specific visual cycle is independent of the RPE, in
contrast to the canonical visual cycle required for rod
function.\textsuperscript{50,51} Moreover, this observation is compatible with early
histopathologic studies by Curcio and coworkers\textsuperscript{46,47} demon-
strating that rod photoreceptor loss exceeds and (spatially)
precedes cone photoreceptor loss in late-stage AMD.

With regard to structural imaging, Fleckenstein and
coworkers\textsuperscript{8} in 2008 and Bearelly et al.\textsuperscript{15} in 2009 described
qualitatively and quantitatively that the OPL/ONL boundary
descent (i.e., the boundary indicating complete HFL+ONL
atrophy) is commonly within the boundaries of RPE atrophy or
even absent (i.e., HFL+ONL bridging GA) in SD-OCT.\textsuperscript{17} Both of these entities would be perceived as a
hyporeflective OCT band external to the OPL. This may
explain the model uncertainty (wide standard error of the
estimate) for the effect of HFL+ONL presence within GA on
sensitivity. Potentially, in vivo fluorescence lifetime imaging
could have allowed for a differentiation between delaminated
HFL and photoreceptor islands (without regularly arranged
inner and outer segments).\textsuperscript{49} Previous studies using this
technique observed an “intermediate lifetime border” within
GA (i.e., inner junctional zone), which is indicative of visual
cycle by-products supporting the hypothesis of remnant visual
function in these regions.\textsuperscript{50,51} Moreover, histologic studies
evidenced, besides the presence of degenerative cone photo-
receptor cell bodies and nuclei (compare figure 6 in Ref. 11),
opsin redistribution to cone cell bodies, axons, or axon
terminals in the setting of AMD, which could explain the
herein observed residual sensitivity in spite of the absence of
outer segments in SD-OCT.\textsuperscript{52,53}

The current work may also have implications for clinical
tests in patients with GA. Firstly, with regard to CFP and FAF as
structural end points, it must be recognized that delineation of
areas of GA in CFP or as definitely decreased FAF is not exactly
homonymous to the area of absolute scotoma.\textsuperscript{7,54} Neverthe-
less, areas of definitely decreased FAF correspond to deep
scotomata even in presence of residual outer retinal layer as
compared to the immediately surrounding retina. We have
previously shown that the pointwise mesopic sensitivity loss in
reference to spatially corresponding normative data of
(median) \(-22.9\) dB at \(-0.645^\circ\) within RPE atrophy versus
(mean) \(-10.68\) dB at \(+0.43^\circ\) outside of RPE atrophy is indicative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate, dB</th>
<th>Std. Error, dB</th>
<th>(P) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesopic</td>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examination duration, min</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fixation stability, log_{10}(deg^2)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowermost layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HFL+ONL vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. HFL+ONL</td>
<td>-3.44</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wrong pressure event rate, per min</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial staircase brightness, dB</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False-positive response rate, % of catch trials</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark-adapted cyan</td>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examination duration, min</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fixation stability, log_{10}(deg^2)</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowermost layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HFL+ONL vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. HFL+ONL</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wrong pressure event rate, per min</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial staircase brightness, dB</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False positive response rate, % of catch trials</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark-adapted red</td>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examination duration, min</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fixation stability, log_{10}(deg^2)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowermost layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HFL+ONL vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. OPL/INL</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT vs. HFL+ONL</td>
<td>-1.87</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wrong pressure event rate, per min</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial staircase brightness, dB</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False-positive response rate, % of catch trials</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the results of the univariate analysis. The estimates represent the effect of the potential prognostic variables on the discrepancy between the measured and expected sensitivity. All mixed-model analyses considered the hierarchical nature of the data (test points nested in eye, repeated measures). \(P\) values were obtained using a likelihood ratio test. Please note, for mesopic and dark-adapted red testing, the estimates reported in the main text for the lowermost layer were derived from a multivariate model (considering the lowermost layer and false-positive response rate for mesopic testing and the lowermost layer, false-positive response rate, as well as the initial staircase brightness for dark-adapted red testing). Values in bold indicate statistical significance.
of a 10- to 15-fold difference in retinal sensitivity across the boundary of RPE atrophy. Accordingly, even for the subset of regions with residual HFL-ONL within atrophic areas, the boundary of RPE atrophy would delineate approximately a 5-dB (i.e., three-fold) drop in sensitivity. Therefore, FAF is nevertheless a good surrogate of dysfunction, and can serve as structural end point in trials aiming to slow or halt the progression of GA.6,54 Secondly, clinical trials investigating therapeutic approaches for AMD requiring subretinal surgery (e.g., subretinal delivery of gene therapy, RPE, or photoreceptor cell replacement) need to be analyzed with great scrutiny. Any subretinal intervention may potentially to some degree relocate nonatrophic neuroretina to areas of RPE atrophy. In this scenario, a subsequent (transient) increase in sensitivity in this region of RPE atrophy would be expected based on the results shown here, independent of direct treatment effect. Localized measures of rod-mediated function (e.g., dark-adapted FCP) may constitute accordingly a much more meaningful outcome measure in the setting of RPE cell replacement trials to proof RPE cell survival and contribution to the canonical RPE visual cycle.

Several limitations of the study need to be considered. It represents a post hoc analysis of perimetry testing with a test strategy aiming toward refined characterization of the outer junctional zone (i.e., nonatrophic side of the GA boundary). Accordingly, the amount of collected data for the inner junctional zone was limited. While the marked effect estimates are strongly indicative for remnant cone photoreceptors with partially preserved function in areas of residual ONL, conclusions for ORTs may not be drawn due to the limited number of test points colocalizing with ORTs. Also, the retest variability for the threshold determinations in the setting of severe functional loss was rather high, as shown in Table 2. However, through duplicate testing, which was considered by the mixed-model analyses, the sampling variability for each test point was reduced. Moreover, residual hyperreflective spots internal to Bruch’s membrane could be observed at times in conjunction with residual HFL-ONL (e.g., upper patient in Fig. 5). Based on histopathologic studies, these may reflect either isolated melanosomes/lipofuscin granules or dissociated, migrated RPE cells.11,55 The herein used stimulus size (Goldmann III) for FCP did not allow for a meaningful differential analysis of the effect of these potential dissociated RPE cells on retinal sensitivity. Moreover, smaller stimuli (e.g., adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy-based perimetry) might also allow reducing potential light scatter to neighboring regions. Last, light-adapted (e.g., 10 cd/m² white background) testing with a red stimulus would have further provided evidence that...
the residual function measured was indeed cone mediated.29 However, the S-MAIA device does not offer these test conditions as of now. Nevertheless, based on the analysis of the dark-adapted cyan-red sensitivity difference, the measured function was likely cone mediated.

In summary, this study demonstrates that the inner junctional zone of GA may constitute a deep, but yet not absolute scotoma using a highly conservative analysis with consideration of examination-specific (false-positive response rate, fixation stability, staircase strategy) and test point-specific factors (initial brightness) as well as the hierarchical structure of the data (test point nested in eye). The significant dependence of the measured sensitivity on the location-specific outer retinal configuration and the stimulus wavelength (i.e., photoreceptor class specificity) further support that residual cone-mediated function may be present within GA at the inner junctional zone.
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